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Abstract

The skilled choral director creates and applies pedagogical techniques and exercises that
support the artistic approach their choir members apply to repertoire. This is seen and heard
multiple times with secondary, community college, and university ensemble directors who deal
with issues of tone, timbre, style, mechanics of the voice, and aural skills. Choral directors
investigate exercises that strengthen the ear and the skill of the musicians within their ensemble
based on the repertoire they choose. This is certainly the case within the jazz idiom where
singers work within a range of musical styles such as swing, funk, bebop, ballads, big band
swing, bossa nova, samba, and other jazz genres–each with their own challenges for the
ensemble and the director. Ear training, music literacy, and song style are paramount to the
success of choral ensembles and especially within the genre of vocal jazz. The purpose of this
thesis is to investigate and supply exercises that support the aural acuity and singing style for
directors to consider helpful working with their vocal jazz ensemble. This thesis includes
exercises to emphasize and encourage ear training and jazz appropriate technique that ultimately
leads to expanded literacy and musicianship skills of ensemble participants.
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Introduction – Chapter 1
The vocal jazz ensemble has been part of the American public-school tapestry for
decades since its conception in the Pacific Northwest in the mid-to-late 1960s. It continues to
thrive throughout the country. The value of this ensemble has been proven within the secondary
choral curriculum as it exposes students to genres different than normally offered within the
traditional choral setting. With insightful and careful instruction, Jazz Choir participation
undeniably contributes to developing a well-rounded student musician. Directors need unique
exercises and strategies to advance the ears of the singers within the vocal jazz ensemble and to
be able to teach them the different singing styles required to successfully execute vocal jazz
repertoire.
The purpose of this thesis was to present exercises that help develop the ear of jazz choir
singers and that support the ensemble director who may, or may not, have the background or
preparation to best meet the challenges of this particular ensemble. As an experienced clinician
in the jazz choir idiom (as well as an experienced secondary and university jazz choir director), I
have seen and heard firsthand from choral directors who are not prepared to teach vocal jazz
(having not had a vocal jazz experience in their preparation as educators). Providing an array of
exercises to support the instruction and musical potential of a jazz choir would serve directors
who enter the ensemble with little to no experience or tools.
Though foci of undergraduate vocal music education courses are expanding, instruction
in vocal jazz pedagogy is still limited. Those preparing to be choral directors may have (at best)
one vocal pedagogy and/or choral methods class and may have limited experience in the vocal
jazz realm. A review of primary texts normally used in pedagogy and/or choral methods courses
reveals a lack of strategies that inform the inexperienced teacher how to approach the vocal jazz

ensemble. For instance, the Essential Musicianship series by Emily Crocker (1995-1998) has 3
volumes relating to choral music instruction, yet there is no information on vocal jazz. The book
series, Teaching Choir Through Performance for Choir (2005-2017) currently has five volumes,
and no vocal jazz information. Directing the Choral Music Program by Kenneth H. Phillips
(2004) is a common method book used in collegiate choral methods courses (and is, in fact, the
textbook we used in my undergraduate preparatory class). The book itself is over 400 pages, yet
is limited to one single page of vocal jazz techniques and instruction. It is little wonder why
many traditionally prepared choral directors find themselves searching for tips and techniques to
assist in their work with the jazz idiom.
This thesis was prepared with this population in mind. It provides written ideas and
suggestions for developing vocal jazz singers, as well as notated exercises and warm-ups, images
of current students demonstrating exercises and techniques, and videos for access to see and hear
how these exercises look and sound within a vocal jazz ensemble. These exercises are designed
to show students and directors how to adapt the voice, strengthen the ear with the ability to hear
harmonies, and allow students to execute both concepts while gaining skills in reading notation,
i.e., music literacy.
Unique challenges of Vocal Jazz Idiom
The instructional parameters of executing an informed and successful jazz choir
experience differ from ‘traditional’ choirs in many ways. Vocal jazz repertoire has vertical
sonorities that are often extended and contain more chromaticism than traditional Western
Choral repertoire. Students unfamiliar with such harmony and chord structures are usually less
successful in their singing of such repertoire since their ears and voices are not accustomed to
hearing and singing jazz harmony. For instance, a bass singer in a vocal jazz ensemble is
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normally singing the 3rd of a chord while a tenor singer is usually singing a 7th. This tritone
creates a type of dissonance that can be hard to tune if not sung with proper tone, without
vibrato, and without the knowledge and muscle memory of singing such an interval.
The vocal jazz ensemble requires a different tone color in order to tune properly and be
more stylistically appropriate. The varied literature that makes up standard repertoire for a jazz
choir presents adjustments to the tone, often from one piece to the next. For example, when
singing a ballad, the singers employ a warmer, lighter, breathier tone to convey the lyrics and to
achieve overall blend and balance with minimal vibrato. If the tone is too heavy or bright or if
the liberal use of vibrato is present, the chords will not tune and balance within the ensemble will
not be achieved. This principle applies to other styles as well. With the use of dissonant chords in
the jazz idiom, it’s nearly impossible to lock and tune any chord with the existence of vibrato
from any choristers; it will also be hard to blend voices together to create a unified sound.
The way that words are pronounced, i.e., diction, is approached differently within the
vocal jazz idiom. In much traditional choral singing, consonants are prominent and wellenunciated. In vocal jazz, the words are still enunciated but with less emphasis on voiced
consonants. Performing a jazz chart with consonants normally applied in an art song would
sound comedic to some and offensive to others who value vocal jazz as an art form.
Blend, balance, and tuning is important in all repertoire, not just vocal jazz, but
discrepancies are highlighted in vocal jazz because each singer has their own microphone.
Therefore, a major emphasis on each singer’s awareness of tone, vibrato, and diction becomes
paramount. Blend, balance, and tuning will not be achieved without singers having an awareness
of their part and how their part is executed individually within the ensemble. I tend to ask my
students, “How many people does it take to cause a 50-car pileup on the freeway?” The answer is
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always “just one”. This is a dramatized hypothetical as it relates to singing, but it helps the
students understand that each singer contributes. The importance of blend, balance, and tuning is
only achieved when each individual commits to great intonation as to not “cause an accident”.
This thesis is for choral directors who are both experienced, or inexperienced, in the
teaching of vocal jazz at the secondary level and beyond. The ideas within this document are for
any director who is investing in strategies to strengthen their choral program. The access to
meaningful teaching in the jazz idiom requires an insightful approach to developing the ear and
the ability to adapt one’s voice to fit the style of the song being sung.
My Story in Vocal Jazz
I have performed in, or directed, a vocal jazz ensemble for nearly 30 years, or 75% of my
life. In my early years, our school did not have a traditional choir in middle school or high
school, but we did have a jazz choir. From the age of 11, I was exposed to vocal jazz ensemble
repertoire and developed skills to sing the difficult harmonic and chromatic elements found in
vocal jazz repertoire. As a result, my ear developed steadily and I established a foundation for
listening.
Growing accustomed to the unique chords and tone needed for jazz choir provided early
strengthening of my aural acuity and ability to by listening and blending with others. However,
there was no instruction leading to the ability to read music or to have knowledge of note names,
intervals, basic rhythms, or any level of music literacy (beyond aural). In fact, I didn’t learn to
read music until I was 25, very late compared to most of my university cohort.
In college, I was far ahead of many students in ear training and aural skills, but far behind
in music theory and literacy. It became my goal to learn these basic skills that were never taught
to me, and to be able to teach them to future students in an applicable and meaningful way while
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still teaching aural skills. I believe strengthening the ear is equally important in any kind of
ensemble.
As I developed in my undergraduate degree as a music major, and as I started teaching in
the public school system, I became passionate about teaching both music notation and ear
training to all of my students. I wanted to develop a whole, competent musician in the classroom,
giving the students the opportunity to study alongside college level musicians if they chose to
continue singing beyond high school, but also able to enjoy and feel confident within a
community choir setting. As a clinician and veteran teacher, who came from a disadvantaged
musical background, it has been my strong desire to provide a holistic experience so that all
students can engage in music making.
As I progressed in my career as a choral music educator, I was approached by Kelly
Kunz, a collegiate vocal jazz ensemble director and professional musician, to join a professional
vocal jazz ensemble named Last Call (Holocene (Bon Iver cover) - Last Call Vocal Jazz, group
disbanded 2020). It was within this setting that I truly learned several techniques for tuning and
song styling. My listening skills and ear training were taken to a professional level and I
developed a huge appreciation for aural acuity. Soon after, I started teaching these skills to my
high school students in all facets of the choral program, and saw firsthand their improvement in
both jazz and traditional choir related to pitch accuracy, intonation, blend, balance, tone, and
singing style.
In my teaching and professional singing career, I was able to establish relationships with
other vocal jazz educators who were also passionate about teaching aural skills to their student
musicians. As part of my research for this study, I interviewed some of these expert educators
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and asked for singing examples they use within their own vocal jazz ensembles to teach
intonation, blend, balance, vowels, and singing style.
I have been lucky to work with some of the great masters of the vocal jazz idiom and
have been able to collect and construct my own specific exercises and strategies throughout my
educational and teaching career. Chapter Two includes not only the exercises from my own
devising and from prior mentorships, but also links to video examples of a vocal jazz ensemble
executing these exercises. These video examples allow the reader to see and hear ways in which
vocal jazz ensembles can improve their skills and understandings.
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Chapter 2 - Exercises and Teaching Resources
The purpose of this thesis was to present exercises that help develop the ear of jazz choir
singers and support the ensemble director who may, or may not, have a background or
preparation to best meet the challenges of this particular ensemble. Chapter 1 stated the unique
challenges commonly found within the vocal jazz idiom (i.e., chromaticism, tone, blend, etc.). In
this chapter, the reader will be introduced to exercises acquired from various sources for use in
the vocal jazz ensemble.
In an attempt to streamline and categorize these exercises, I have listed what I consider
important key aspects for a successful vocal jazz ensemble. The exercises are presented under
one of five categories, indicating the skill with which it is most closely aligned. However, please
note that these exercises often are useful in more than one area of skill development and can,
therefore, be used for more than one purpose.
The Five I’s are:
● Intonation – The ability to sing note to note within a melody and tune a chord with other
members of the choir.
● Intervals – The ability to sing, as well as aurally recognize, intervals within vocal jazz
harmony.
● Independence – The ability to be an independent part singer.
● Identification – The ability to correctly identify and sing a melody played and to sing
specific notes within a chord.
● Interpretation – The ability to sing different styles within the vocal jazz idiom.
Each of these “Five I’s” include instructional strategies and suggestions, as well as learning
extensions for every level of vocal jazz instruction from beginning to advanced.
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Each vocal jazz ensemble is unique, and there is no appropriate starting place for every
group. For instance, an advanced vocal jazz ensemble successfully performing level V literature
might be more successful with the Five I’s, whereas a beginning ensemble may struggle with
singing a unison line. The suggested exercises and strategies begin with basic entry level
concepts and scaffolds the learning, teaching intonation first as to achieve consistent pitch
accuracy from the very start.
Intonation
In my experience as a clinician and educator, I am fortunate to have worked with several
vocal jazz ensembles throughout the country. Often, I begin by saying, “Let me tell you how the
chromatic scale changed my life.” After a laugh, I admit to the students that it is absolutely true.
Performing the chromatic scale, which can be construed as a “simple” strategy, has completely
changed not only the way I hear and sing as a performer, but also how I teach intonation.
Intonation is critical. If an ensemble cannot successfully sing correct pitches, they will
not achieve good part-singing, balance, blend, or be able to perform artistically as an
ensemble. Half steps are surprisingly very hard to sing. Much of what we do as singers
relies on muscle memory, as opposed to instrumentalists that are able to push a button
and, with correct breath support and embouchure, play a note in tune. All music can be
summarized as a combination of half steps and whole steps, and by training the voice and
ear to successfully execute these intervals, the ensemble will sing better in tune (Kelly
Kunz, 2022).
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Fig. 1 – The Chromatic Scale (Kelly Kunz)
Suggested sequential learning activities:
1. Begin this exercise playing each pitch on the piano as the singers use the appropriate
solfege (see above) or on a neutral syllable. A neutral syllable such as “loo” will be easier
to execute if students are unfamiliar with chromatic solfege. The singular “ooh” vowel
will tune easier than the varied vowels within the solfege syllables. The support of the
piano is a crucial aspect of singing a chromatic scale. Skipping this first step and having
the singers sing a cappella without accompaniment will not reinforce good intonation and
will encourage poor half step singing.
2. As the students become more familiar and are able to execute a chromatic scale better,
play every other note of the scale to ensure students are accurate in their performance.
3. Play the scale as little as possible and just give them the tonic/fundamental pitch in half
notes or 8th notes (see video example) to keep them in the key. Be a “safety net” if
students begin to struggle with pitch accuracy.
I strongly recommend that directors lead their singers to execute the scale slowly to
ensure good pitch accuracy. It is important to stop and correct any pitch errors that arise to avoid
bad habits. My experience has shown that singing this exercise at every rehearsal will quickly
improve intonation.
9

Learning Extensions:
1. As the choir improves, gauge their pitch independence by playing random notes on the
piano (out of key) and see if they can still sing the scale accurately.
2. Sing it in contrary motion. Tenors/Basses (TBs) ascending and descending,
Sopranos/Altos (SAs) descending and ascending.
3. Sing it in a round. Do this by grouping sections together like SAs vs. TBs, by section
SATB, by duets, or even individually. Start the round 5 notes apart, 3 notes apart, or for
pure chaos, one note apart.
An example of the chromatic scale exercise with both suggested learning activities and
some learning extension examples can be found by clicking the following link: Chromatic Scale

Fig. 2 – The Whole Tone Scale (Kelly Kunz)
As previously mentioned, most music is based in a combination of half steps and whole
steps. Once the students have gained confidence with singing half steps, add in a whole tone
scale to secure the muscle memory of how to sing whole steps. Follow the suggested learning
activities for the chromatic scale in sequence with this exercise as well. The learning extension
ideas from the previous exercise can also be applied to this exercise.
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Fig. 3a – Whole Step Up, Half Step Down (Kelly Kunz)
This example is a combination of the prior two exercises. It is suggested to double the
students on the piano as this exercise is performed. Follow the suggested learning activities for
the chromatic scale.

Fig. 3b – Whole Step Down, Half Step Up (Kelly Kunz)
It is important to do both ascending and descending scales so that students have practice
executing these intervals from all directions. Learning extensions are not necessary with this
exercise due to the challenges of singing it in its original form.
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Fig. 4 — Chord Tuning (Mike Scott)
This exercise is a basic major chord that utilizes half or whole steps within one voice to
alter the chord. For example, measure 1 starts with a major chord. With the alteration of the
soprano note in measure 2, it becomes minor. As each voice part progresses through the exercise
(either up or down), a new chord is created. Students can hear the different chord qualities and
begin to tune them.
1. Invite students to sing this exercise on the neutral syllable “ooh” As students’ progress,
change the vowel to “ah” or “oh”.
2. Double the pitches on the piano while the students sing to ensure good pitch accuracy.
When students are more comfortable, be a “safety net” as needed.
3. Note: The last chord of the exercise is important because it takes them back “home” to
their starting chord. Although most voice types will move a half step back home, the altos
will move a whole step, and if not accurate, will lead to a dissonant ending.
An example of the Chord Tuning exercise can be found by clicking the following link:
Chord Tuning
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Fig. 5— Jazz Chord Tuning (JB Craipeau)
This exercise is closely related to the Chord Tuning exercise above. This utilizes more
voices, has harmonically dense chords within the jazz idiom, and trains students to hear
extensions of jazz harmony. Have students sing with a bright “ah” vowel or experiment with
whatever vowel best suits your ensemble. Note that each section is only descending
chromatically to change chord qualities; for example, measure 3 has the sopranos and altos
moving down by half step, changing the chord. The following measure, the tenors and basses
move, changing the chord again. This is a good exercise utilizing the chromatic scale and allows
students to hear and sing more complex jazz chords. This exercise was used with permission
from JB Craipeau (2022), one of the founding members of the vocal jazz group Accent (See
https://accentvocal.com for reference of this group).
An example of the Jazz Chord Tuning exercise can be found by clicking the following
link: Jazz Chord Tuning
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Fig. 6 — Chromatic Cadence (JB Craipeau)
The exercise above is closely related to the previous two examples. This is due to the
chromatic movement in the bass voice, the sustained soprano pitch, and the more complex
harmonies created by the moving inner voices. This is easily teachable as it moves in mostly half
steps and whole steps, and because it is only four measures long. I have found that students enjoy
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tuning these jazz harmonies. This exercise, (see above) was used with permission from JB
Craipeau (2022).

Fig. 7 — Unison Tuning Sequence (Matt Harloff/Mike Scott)
As I was listening to a random choir YouTube playlist one day, a video called “Carolina
Crown’s Hornline Drops The Hammer in Houston” randomly popped up. This video featured the
horn section of a marching band going through a tuning sequence. I wasn’t sure how this video
came up in my “feed”, but I was enthralled at how well the horn line played their unisons per
section. I decided to transcribe part of this video and see if this would work in a choral setting,
and learned it does. It teaches them to listen and focus on how they sing both chords and unisons
within their section. This exercise was transcribed and used with permission from Matt Harloff,
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one of the directors of Carolina Crown. (Carolina Crown's Hornline Drops The Hammer In Houston,
2017). When I asked Matt about the purpose of this exercise, he stated:
It’s fun for the kids. They get to play loud and get to really use their ears to listen for
accurate intonation and balance. It gives them pride in their section for achieving such a
sound. (Matt Harloff, 2022).
A vocal example of the Unison Tuning exercise can be found by clicking the following
link: Unison Tuning
Intervals
Interval recognition and execution is a major victory for the choral musician. An
instrumentalist can use air, correct embouchure, and the push of a button on an instrument to
produce accurate intervals. Our “instrument” is our body and it relies on air, vowel
(embouchure), and muscle memory to accurately produce intervals. It is crucial to the success of
the choir that students can perform intervals accurately.
As part of my music education journey, one could say I “fell through the cracks” in
learning to read music and recognize the patterns of notation. When I started my ear training
classes at community college, I was quite adept at hearing the different intervals and able to
reproduce them adequately. However, I soon realized this wasn’t all too common and many
students struggled with interval identification. When I attended university, I was exposed to
various exercises that taught interval recognition in a way that was memorable and useful in any
music classroom. The following examples are drawn from those exercises of years ago and have
been augmented throughout my time as a teacher. Some of these were borrowed and the origin is
not known, some are from various conferences I’ve attended over the years, and some of these
are my own devising.
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Fig. 8 – Interval Song
The Interval Song is a great beginning exercise to learn and execute basic intervals. This
is an easy way to introduce solfege to students if they are unfamiliar with it. Singing this exercise
with piano assistance is suggested at first, then as students feel comfortable, be a safety net as per
previous exercises. After successfully performing this exercise, have students perform it
descending as well (DO down to TI is a minor second, DO down to La is a minor third, etc.).
A learning extension for this exercise is to perform it in a round by voice types (TBs vs.
SAs), by section, or even by person.
An example of the Interval Song can be found by clicking the following link:
Interval Song
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Fig. 9 – Interval Exercise (m2, M2, m3, M3…)
The exercise above is a good exercise to teach the intervals within the 12-tone
(chromatic) series. Singing this exercise on the interval names is a good tool to teach the
relationships between the pitches. Like all of these exercises, use the piano while learning and as
needed throughout the learning process.
A learning extension for this exercise is to perform it in a round by voice types (SAs vs.
TBs), by section, or even by person.
An example of the Interval Exercise can be found by clicking the following link:
Interval Exercise

Fig. 10 – Outline I, IV, V7 Chords
This exercise is a great teaching tool within the jazz idiom since it follows the chord
progression of a blues. Singing this excerpt on solfege or on a neutral syllable with good
intonation will not only improve interval execution, but will also prepare students for a unit on
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vocal improvisation (scat). Students will be able to recognize the chord progression and be able
to navigate good chord tones within the progression.
1. Begin teaching this exercise by playing piano with the students as they sing, and
as accurate pitches are executed, play the I, IV, and V7 chords (in root position or
inversion depending on your piano skills) as students sing. Be sure to play a
dominant V7 chord (flat 7) to ensure students sing the accurate blues progression.
2. Play the roots of each chord on the piano or even perform a “drone” of Bb major
on the piano to ensure students stay in the key. A drone in the appropriate key
can replace playing chords on the piano. If this method is used, the piano can be a
safety net for the students as they perform this exercise. A simple google search
of ‘drone Bb’ provided a YouTube link for a free drone excerpt that can be played
using a sound system or Bluetooth speaker.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfY3u7xvgf8)
A learning extension for this exercise is to have students rearrange the pitches within
each measure so that they are still singing the outline of the chords, but in a different order.

Fig. 11 – Blues Scale
The Blues Scale exercise allows students to explore a specific scale within the jazz realm.
Singing this excerpt on solfege or on a neutral syllable with good intonation will not only
improve interval execution, but will also prepare students for a unit on vocal improvisation
(scat). Playing with the students on the piano will encourage accurate intonation.
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A learning extension for this exercise is to have students perform a blues scale on the I,
IV, and V7 chords. For each chord change, students will sing the Blues Scale that coincides with
each chord. For example, on the I chord students will sing an Ab Blues Scale, on the IV chord
they will sing a Db Blues Scale, and on the V7 chord they will sing an Eb Blues Scale.

Fig. 12 – Outline 7th Chords (David Von Kampen)
This exercise helps students identify and sing five different seventh chords, a chord
commonly used in vocal jazz music.
1. Play with the students on the piano to encourage accurate intonation.
2. Once students are comfortable, play the chords in root position so that the students are
outlining the chord while hearing the block chord played on the piano.
3. Like the exercises above, a drone in the appropriate key can replace playing chords on the
piano. If this method is used, the piano can be a safety net for the students as they
perform this exercise. A simple google search of ‘drone C’ provides a free drone excerpt
that can be played using a sound system or Bluetooth speaker.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MimVnBAuYqA)
A learning extension is to play inversions of these chords on the piano and have students
identify and then sing the correct root position chord.
Independence
Independent part singing in any choral ensemble is crucial to achieve a successful
performance. This is especially true in the vocal jazz idiom where many times the different voice
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parts are singing very dissonant intervals such as a minor second or a major seventh apart.
Without proper execution, students will sing incorrect notes, therefore changing the quality of
the chord the ensemble is attempting to perform. Students need exercises to train their aural
acuity and build the skills necessary to maintain their part. These exercises can easily be turned
into games or competitions between sections, thereby adding to student enjoyment of the
activity.

Fig. 13 – Major scale in two keys
In this exercise, students will sing a major scale in either solfege or a neutral syllable
while the piano plays in a different key. Solfege might be a bit easier, as it allows students to
firmly place themselves within the tonality.
1. First, have students sing the major scale while the piano doubles their pitches.
2. Next, continue to double the students scale with the right hand on the piano while adding
a scale in a different key with the left hand.
a. To start, choose two keys that create less dissonance. For example, if students are
in Bb, playing the piano in B will be a big challenge and can be used as a learning
extension later.
3. Finally, have students sing in a key of their choice. Using the right hand, play the
student’s scale in octaves using half notes; using the left hand, play a full scale in a
different key. Again, choose two scales that do not create an abundance of dissonance.
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A learning extension for this exercise is to take the piano away completely and divide the
students into Part I and Part II. Have Part I sing in one key and Part II sing in another key. The
student can gather with others of their voice part to ensure accurate performance. To make it a bit
more challenging, have both groups sing in the same solfege key. For example, in the key of Bb,
Part I will start on “Do” while Part II will start on “Re”. This is not only a challenge aurally, but
also singing the correct solfege syllable while hearing other syllables is a challenge in itself.

Fig. 14 – Sing Against Different Key
This exercise relates closely to the previous example in its use of two keys
simultaneously. This can be performed with any two keys and with any song familiar to your
students.

Fig. 15 – Chord Planing
In this chord planing exercise, each voice part sings the same phrase of a familiar melody
simultaneously but in different keys (see the first two measures only in the example above. This
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can be performed a cappella, with piano accompaniment in a different key, or with the section
that struggles the most with part independence. For example, if the basses struggle with singing
against the altos (minor seventh apart), play with the basses in Eb or play chords in the key of
Eb.
Once the students have mastered the two first measures of the exercise, invite them to
move to the final two measures. These parallel major seventh chords will be quite challenging;
be sure that students refrain from gravitating toward the octave.
A learning extension for the final two measures would be to invert the interval so that
students are singing a minor second apart.
An example of the Chord Planing exercise can be found by clicking the following link:
Chord Planing

Fig. 16 – Polytonal Rounds
In this example, students are again asked to sing a familiar song or phrase from a familiar
song in different keys; but this time the voice parts perform it in a round. Any familiar song will
work for this example as will a short phrase from the choir’s performance repertoire.
A learning extension for this excerpt is to divide the students into more than four parts.
Depending on the size of the ensemble, one person per part in every key would be a great
challenge and fun for the students to try.
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An example of the Polytonal Rounds exercise can be found by clicking the following
link: Polytonal Rounds
Identification
Another word for this category could be “pitch recognition”. This is a wonderful skill that
both trains the ear, gives students the ability to recognize accurate intonation and different chord
tones within a chord, and provides a sense of how different notes “feel” within their own voice.
These examples focus on pitch memory, finding and singing a specific pitch within a chord, and
inner hearing, or finding the note in the middle of a chord. The following exercises help assess
ensemble needs and give the teacher a better sense of the pitch-based skills of their students.
Many of these exercises work great for portions of the audition process for a top
ensemble. If students are strong with reading notes and rhythms but cannot accurately hear
wrong notes performed, these exercises help them improve their aural acuity. It is important with
all of these exercises that students attack the note with no scoops or inflection, i.e., directly in the
center of the pitch. This will result in accurate intonation; students will be more successful in
their performance of these exercises and their repertoire.

Fig. 17 – Sing What You Hear
This is a simple exercise performed on the piano and echoed by the students. I start this
by saying “I’m going to play five notes on the piano, sing them back on ‘La’”. The exercise
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begins by outlining a major triad and becomes increasingly difficult with irregular leaps and
chromaticism. This exercise can also be using only three notes, if preferred. Student pitch
memory and accuracy shown in this exercise is a great indicator of who quickly they will learn
repertoire when hearing their vocal part played on the piano. The pitches in the figure above are
only suggestions and the teacher can develop their own exercises based on the needs of their
ensemble.
An example of the Sing What You Hear exercise can be found by clicking the following
link: Sing What You Hear

Fig. 18 – Sing the …
The example above is an ear training exercise to help students discern and sing specific
notes within a chord they hear played on the piano. This exercise is scaffolded based on how I
have found students hear chords best: 1. The top left five measures ask the students to sing the
bottom note they hear in the chord. 2. The top right five measures ask students to sing the top
note they hear. 3. The bottom left exercise is a bit more difficult and challenges the student’s
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ability to listen for inner voices. 4) The final exercise on the bottom right is a learning extension
for your ensemble. Students can choose their own pitch to sing and thus build a chord of their
choosing.
Many of these exercises are voiced in the middle of the piano to assist the singers in their
aural acuity. The lower or higher these chords are played, the more difficult it is for students to
identify the required note. As the exercise states, tenors and basses can sing in whichever octave
is comfortable for them as long as it is performed accurately. This excerpt assists students with a
grasp of tonality which helps them stay in tune and can build skills in vocal improvisation within
the vocal jazz idiom.
An example of the “Sing The ___” exercise can be found by clicking the following link:
Sing The ___

Fig. 19 – Sing the Solfege
Sing The Solfege is very closely related to the previous exercise. This warm up helps
students identify the function of the specific pitch they sing within the chord by assigning the
solfege name. grasp an idea of what notes they sing and the tonality within a measure. The
measures above are suggested chords - the director can choose any chord they deem appropriate
for their ensemble. The director can also select any solfege syllable that students are struggling to
perform, thereby providing an additional way to practice. This exercise features all major chords,
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but a learning extension can be to include minor, diminished, augmented, or any variety of 7th
chords and their inversions.

Fig. 20 – My Turn, Your Turn Major Scale
This exercise can be performed with or without piano as long as students are accurately
executing a major scale. As seen above, the piano (or voice part) starts, followed by the students
(or other part). Parts alternate while performing an ascending and descending scale.
As a learning extension, this can be done with any scale and is especially challenging
with the chromatic scale (see Fig. 1). Another fun way to perform it is to give students the key
and pretend there is an “imaginary choir” singing the piano part. Implement a metronome, and
then students will be working on rhythm and tempo as well.

Fig. 21 – My Turn, Your Turn Intervals
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This final exercise in the Identification category is closely related to and performed
similarly to the previous exercise (Fig. 20). It is recommended to start with half steps and whole
steps and gradually increase the intervals. It is important to execute both ascending and
descending intervals.
A learning extension for this excerpt is to play a single note on the piano and ask students
to “sing a P4 above”. Assess the students by playing the accurate interval on the piano after they
have sung to ensure accurate intonation. Additionally, this can be done without the piano as a
learning extension between two dueling students alternating.
Interpretation
Interpretation serves as the last category for this section of the chapter, and is one of the
most important aspects of the vocal jazz idiom. I have also heard it referred to as “singing style”.
There is a different procedure to the way singers in a vocal jazz ensemble approach
vowels, consonants, and tone. I interviewed three leading vocal jazz experts to get their
perspectives on how to interpret vocal jazz in a stylistically appropriate manner. Each offered a
unique approach to interpreting how to approach singing style. The first quote comes from Kelly
Kunz, a respected and well-known composer and arranger of vocal jazz:
In traditional choral singing, vowels are tall or open and rounded with a lot of vertical
space with the soft palate raised. For vocal jazz, there is much more relaxed technique,
with a more horizontal or “smiley” sound. Not only does it have a different sound, but
from a performance perspective it looks visually engaging because everyone is smiling
(Kelly Kunz, 2022).
David von Kampen is a composer and leading vocal jazz educator in the Midwest who
responded with a similar approach:
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Concert Choir (rightly) teaches singers to make vowels tall and “proper”, but in jazz we
want something much more natural. And of course, listening is a huge part of this absorbing and then emulating jazz singers and groups, including horns (David von
Kampen, 2022)
Kirk Marcy is also one of the leading experts in vocal jazz. His ensembles consistently
serve as a model for ‘appropriate tone’ for vocal jazz:
I have always simply wanted my students to achieve a ‘natural’ sound. Occasionally, I
will have them brighten or darken their tone to achieve a specific sound (Kirk Marcy,
2022).
David von Kampen agreed and expanded more upon the way tone, vowels, and
consonants are intertwined:
For tone I think it's a combination of wide vowel shape, conversational phrasing, and
under-enunciation. I talk to my groups about singing words the way you would speak
them naturally, with the exact same stress and vowels (David von Kampen, 2022).
The notion of part singing came about in my conversations with these educators. Kelly
Kunz contributed some great concepts regarding the hierarchy of vocal jazz ensemble rehearsal
techniques as it relates to interpretation, or singing style. This hierarchy is best graphically
displayed as follows (Figure 22) and lists Kunz’s ideas regarding what should be addressed first,
second, third, etc., in the vocal jazz rehearsal.
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Fig. 22: Vocal Jazz Pyramid (Kelly Kunz)
Kelly developed this visual to encourage directors to build a good foundation for their singers
within their vocal jazz ensemble. He explained the Vocal Jazz Pyramid as a tool to remind
teachers to start with the basics within their ensemble. The bottom of the pyramid refers to the
number and kinds of parts represented in the ensemble. Kelly argues that this is the most
important aspect of the vocal jazz ensemble.
Without part-singing, you can’t have good pitch and rhythm. Without good pitch
(intonation) and rhythm, you can’t have blend and balance…etc. On the flip side, only
singing with good style and artistry (interpretation) without part singing is like only
eating the frosting on the cake. Better yet, it’s like putting a $50,000 roof on a tin shack.
It just doesn’t make sense. Teach them parts first, with good intonation and make them
listen (ear training). Then, just make them be musical (Kelly Kunz, 2022).
To demonstrate Interpretation, the vocal jazz ensemble at Western Washington
University is featured in the following short video excerpts. Each excerpt shows the choir
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singing first with a traditional choir tone and then with the preferred vocal jazz interpretation,
i.e., singing style.
This first example is a section of the song “Cheek To Cheek” arranged by Dave Cazier.
The vocal parts are written closely together with a lot of dissonance within the inner voices.
Singing this excerpt with a traditional choral sound (tall vowels, well-enunciated consonants,
free vibrato, etc.) reveals the problems that emerge if performing the music with a traditional
concert choir interpretation. The singers are consistently behind the beat due to over enunciating
consonants, the tightly voiced chords do not lock due to the amount of vibrato produced, and the
words sung sound unnatural and forced. When performed with the preferred vocal jazz sound,
the chords sound more in tune, the words are more conversational, and the singers are much
more together and in sync with their rhythms and overall tempo.
Another example is a section of “The Weather”, arranged by Jamie Dyer and Mike Scott.
It is easy to hear the difference in choral singing versus vocal jazz singing in this example. Many
of the previously mentioned problems occur again, but this time another notable difference: the
mood of the song completely changes depending on which style is sung. There is an emotional
response for the singers with the vocal jazz tone that is not achieved with the traditional choir
approach. With an accurate interpretation and singing style according to jazz principles of
performing, the singers engage with joy and heart, which better portrays the lyrics of the song.
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Chapter 3 – Resources and Recommendations
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate and supply exercises that support the aural
acuity and singing style for directors to apply with their vocal jazz ensemble. This project
included exercises to emphasize and encourage ear training and jazz appropriate technique that
ultimately leads to expanded literacy and musicianship skills of ensemble participants. It is
meant to be a resource for any educator wanting to explore the idiom of vocal jazz.
The final chapter includes recommendations for ‘next steps’ for the choral teacher who
may, or may not, have a background in vocal jazz. I have heard from many directors who shy
away from starting or continuing to teach a vocal jazz ensemble because they feel they lack the
appropriate knowledge, skills, and tools to do it well. The vocal jazz community, i.e., directors of
vocal jazz ensembles throughout the country, is more than willing to help and advise anyone who
is willing to learn the craft of vocal jazz. The number of resources and professional networks to
help educators is broader than what is noted in this chapter.
Workshops and Conferences
Matt Falker is a leading vocal jazz educator known throughout the country for teaching
and arranging of vocal jazz. He owns one of the major vocal jazz publishing companies (Anchor
Music Press), and is well known for his adjudicating and workshop presentations at various
conferences such as American Choral Directors Association (ACDA), National Association for
Music Education (NAfME), and Jazz Educators Network (JEN). His one-day workshop known
as “Vocal Jazz Academy” (https://vocaljazzacademy.com/), is for both directors and students and
explores the art of vocal jazz in a safe, positive environment. The day is packed with insights on
vocal jazz concepts, improvisation, rehearsal techniques, and includes a mass jazz choir with all
participants invited to perform. It is a great day of learning in a fun, positive atmosphere.
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Currently, Vocal Jazz Academy will occur in Long Beach, Northern California, Seattle, Kansas
City, and Phoenix with plans to expand to many other cities in the near future.
Matt is a huge advocate for attending vocal jazz festivals, not only with an ensemble, but
even as an observer to see how this art form is produced. He has a running list of festivals
throughout the world listed by date on his publishing website (https://anchormusic.com/jazzfestivals/), as well as other vocal jazz resources on his personal website
(https://matfalmusic.com/education).
Jeremy Fox is another vocal jazz educator who teaches at the School of Music Vocations
in Creston, IA. Every summer, Dr. Fox presents a week-long retreat or music educators called
The Jazz Harmony Retreat (http://www.vocaljazzfest.com/camps). All experience levels are
welcome, from educators with little or no jazz experience to seasoned veterans of vocal jazz who
want to learn more. It is a safe, friendly environment that includes jazz theory, jazz piano, jazz
arranging, improvisation, and music production. It is also available with an online component, so
teachers can participate from the comfort of their own home
The Jazz Education Network (JEN) is a great resource for any educator regardless of
vocal jazz experience. Every January, JEN holds a four-day conference in a different major city
in the country (https://jazzednet.org/conference/). This conference includes workshops on every
aspect of the jazz idiom (not just vocal jazz), and includes performances ranging from
elementary school ensembles to professional jazz musicians, as well as reading sessions for
different levels of vocal jazz literature. There is also a jazz festival attached to the conference
and any vocal jazz ensemble can register and receive a clinic from a professional jazz musician.
One of the highlights of this conference is that educators connect with other educators from
around the globe who are teaching the same type of ensembles; for example, there is a session
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specifically for high school vocal jazz directors where directors can ask questions, and talk
through issues they are having with their own ensembles. It is a great way to get to know other
teachers and to problem solve any issues that may arise within one’s vocal jazz ensemble.
American Choral Directors Association (ACDA) and National Association for Music
Education (NAfME) are also wonderful organizations that have outreach programs in place for
educators of all idioms. There are Repertoire & Resources (R & R) chairs at the state, regional,
and national level. I would encourage the reader to seek out these people for help and other
resources.
Every ACDA and NAfME conference include various jazz sessions annually. Attending
these sessions as a novice vocal jazz instructor is vital to learning strategies and rehearsal
techniques for every level of ensemble and is a great way to network with other directors. Attend
a session on jazz piano. Attend a session on vocal jazz harmony. The more exposure a director
can get to the jazz idiom itself, the more strategies and tips they will learn and apply to their
vocal jazz ensemble.
Textbooks and Blogs
As mentioned previously, many choral methods textbooks used in secondary choral
methods classes in the University classroom have little or no information on how to teach a vocal
jazz ensemble. This has encouraged many vocal jazz educators to write and publish their own
methodologies as a resource for any vocal jazz educator. Some current names in vocal jazz
education include Paris Rutherford, Steve Zegree, Kirby Shaw, and Darmon Meader. Many of
these educators have published books that are helpful to both beginner and veteran vocal jazz
educators.
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Paris Rutherford taught at the University of North Texas for 30 years before retiring in
2009. He has written a wonderful resource that covers every aspect of managing a vocal jazz
ensemble including auditions, singing style, and even sound equipment. His book is called The
Vocal Jazz Ensemble (2008) and is available online with a simple google search.
Dr. Steve Zegree (1953-2015) was a leader in vocal jazz education teaching out of
Western Michigan and Indiana Universities, respectively. Many of his students who graduated
under his tutelage went on to perform as professional recording artists and for Disneyland and
Disneyworld. An accomplished arranger and clinician, he perfected the art of performance within
the vocal jazz ensemble while also holding the integrity of good vocal jazz concepts. Dr. Zegree
wrote a book called The Complete Guide to Teaching Vocal Jazz (2002), written to help the
classically trained choral conductor delve into the idiom of vocal jazz with ease. This text is
available online, as well.
Dr. Kirby Shaw is probably the most well-known vocal jazz educator in the country, with
over 2,500 arrangements of jazz and pop songs published for any age ensemble. Dr. Shaw wrote
a book entitled Vocal Jazz Style (1987), which has excellent descriptions of how to style and
phrase within the vocal jazz ensemble. There is a CD to accompany the book, providing audio
demonstrations of each example.
One of my interviewees for this thesis was renowned vocal jazz educator Dr. David von
Kampen. His blog (http://www.davidvonkampen.com/) not only has exercises, but also useful
tips and handouts on teaching vocal jazz concepts presented at conferences.
My Advice to Any Educator
My advice to any educator who wants to know more about the art of vocal jazz or to
improve the level of their vocal jazz ensemble is to dive in head-first and start simple. Begin with
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the exercises featured in Chapter Two. Have students become familiar with the Five I’s and
heavily enforce good intonation and part singing. Include unison or two-part literature to start,
then gradually increase the difficulty as needed. In warm-ups, lead students to perform interval
exercises to get them familiar with patterns and the different aspects of vocal jazz harmony.
Teach them to be independent part singers by using the exercises included in Chapter two, or
create your own. For interpretation, mention to students that the tone and style is similar to pop
singing they hear on the radio.
Final Thought
This thesis has been a joy to write and I hope that the information and resources within
this project have proven helpful. I welcome readers of this thesis to reach out to me as a
resource; I’d be happy to assist in any way possible. Personally, I feel like a more effective
teacher after documenting these exercises and strategies. I hope to continue and improve upon
these concepts as I go forward and change students’ lives, one chromatic scale at a time.
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Appendix A
Chromatic Scale
Chord Tuning
Jazz Chord Tuning
Unison Tuning
Interval Song
Interval Exercise
Chord Planing
Polytonal Rounds
Sing What You Hear
Sing The ___
Cheek To Cheek
The Weather
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